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Abstract
Objectives: The CAMERA-II trial compared two tight-control, treat-to-target strategies, initiating methotrexate with
prednisone (MTX+pred) or MTX with placebo (MTX+plac), in early RA-patients. The multi-biomarker disease activity
(MBDA) blood test objectively measures RA disease activity with a score of 1–100. In CAMERA-II, response profiles of
the MBDA score, its individual biomarkers, and DAS28 were assessed.
Methods: We evaluated 92 patients from CAMERA-II of whom clinical data and serum for MBDA testing at baseline
and ≥ 1 time-point from months 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, or 12 were available. Changes (Δ) from baseline for DAS28 and MBDA
score and comparisons of ΔDAS28 and ΔMBDA score over time within the MTX+pred versus the MTX+plac strategy
were tested for significance with t tests. Changes in biomarker concentration from baseline to months 1–5 were tested
with Wilcoxon signed rank test and tested for difference between treatment arms by Mann-Whitney U test.
Results: MBDA and DAS28 showed similar response profiles, with gradual improvement over the first 6 months in the
MTX+plac group, and in the MTX+pred group faster improvement during month 1, followed by gradual improvement.
The 12 MBDA biomarkers could be grouped into 4 categories of response profiles, with significant responses for 4
biomarkers during the MTX+plac strategy and 9 biomarkers during the MTX+pred strategy.
Conclusions: MBDA tracked treatment response in CAMERA-II similarly to DAS28. More individual MBDA biomarkers
tracked treatment response to MTX+pred than to MTX+plac. Four response profiles could be observed.
Trial registration: CAMERA-II International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number: ISRCTN 70365169.
Registered on 29 March 2006, retrospectively registered.
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Significance and clinical relevance
 This is the first longitudinal study of MBDA scores

in MTX-based treatment strategies with or without
prednisone in early RA patients.
 The MBDA score tracked treatment response in
CAMERA-II, similarly to DAS28.
 The 12 MBDA biomarkers could be grouped into 4
distinct categories based on their response profile to
treatment.

Background
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic disease of inflammation in synovial joints, resulting in joint damage,
physical disability and decreased life span. RA affects approximately 0.5–1.0% of adults in industrialized countries [1, 2]. As treatment options for RA have improved,
it has become the goal of therapy to achieve remission
as rapidly as possible [3–5]. Current guidelines recommend early initiation of methotrexate (MTX) as the anchor disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD)
[6, 7]. Tight control with treat-to-target strategies, preferably including MTX [8–10], has been shown to provide better outcomes than the former standard practices
[11–16]. In treat-to-target strategies, RA disease activity
is quantitatively assessed at regular intervals, and based
on pre-specified criteria for treatment response, treatment is adjusted to expeditiously achieve a target of low
disease activity or remission [17]. Treat-to-target or tight
control strategies require that physicians assess RA disease activity quantitatively. Measures based on physical
examination and history, including joint counts and patient global assessment, are subjective and variable between observers. The routine inflammatory response
measures of RA disease activity, erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), and C-reactive protein (CRP) have the
shortcoming that they are frequently in the normal
range for patients with active RA and are not specific for
the disease [18, 19]. Studies with magnetic resonance imaging or ultrasound have demonstrated that, even when
clinically based criteria for remission are met, joint inflammation is often demonstrable and progressive damage can
be ongoing [20, 21]. Thus, there is a need for objective
measures that are more sensitive to joint inflammation
and more accurately predict progressive joint damage than
current clinical assessment tools. The multi-biomarker
disease activity (MBDA) blood test measures 12 biomarkers relevant to the pathophysiology of RA to provide
an objective measure of RA disease activity. It uses a validated algorithm combining the biomarker concentrations
to generate an integer score on a scale of 1 to 100 [22–
25]. The MBDA score correlates with the 28-joint disease
activity score using CRP (DAS28-CRP) and other clinical
measures of RA disease activity, and change in MBDA
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score correlates with change in DAS28-CRP [26]. In a
study of patients with established RA receiving ongoing
treatment with DMARDs, MBDA score was more strongly
associated with radiographic progression than DAS28CRP, and among patients in DAS28-CRP remission, progression was more frequent among those with a high
MBDA score [27]. Similar analyses of patients from SWEFOT, a trial of tight control strategies for patients with
early RA, found that baseline MBDA score was more
strongly associated with radiographic progression than
DAS28 or CRP [28]. Analyses of the MBDA score were
mostly cross-sectional. No study yet evaluated the MBDA
response longitudinally at multiple, monthly time points
to MTX-based treatment strategies with or without prednisone, such as were applied in the Computer Assisted
Management in Early RA Trial-II (CAMERA-II) [29]. In
the present sub-study of CAMERA-II, the two strategy
arms were compared longitudinally at monthly intervals
to determine if the response profiles differed between the
MBDA score and DAS28, or among the 12 individual biomarkers of the MBDA score.

Methods
CAMERA-II clinical study procedures and summary of
results

The design, intervention, and main analyses of the
CAMERA-II study are reported in detail elsewhere [29].
To summarize, CAMERA-II was a 2-year, prospective,
randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind multicenter tight control and treat-to-target (remission) strategy
trial among patients with early RA (< 1 year since diagnosis). Patients were 18 years or older and naïve to
DMARD therapy, including glucocorticoids.
At study baseline, all patients initiated a monthly stepup strategy using oral MTX, at a starting dosage of 10
mg per week, and were randomized to also receive either
oral prednisone, 10 mg per day (MTX+pred strategy), or
placebo (MTX+plac strategy). Rheumatologists assessed
each patient monthly, and a computer program indicated whether the patient had achieved response (> 20%
improvement) compared with the previous visit. If response was not sufficient and remission had not been
achieved, MTX dosage was increased by 5 mg per week
until the patient had achieved remission (swollen joint
count (SJC) = 0 and ≥ 2 of the following criteria: tender
joint count (TJC) ≤ 3, visual analogue scale (VAS) score
≤ 20 mm, and ESR ≤ 20 mm/h). At the maximum (30 mg
per week) or maximum tolerable MTX dosage, if a stepup in treatment was indicated, MTX was administered
at the same dosage subcutaneously. As the next step,
cyclosporine was added to the regimen. However, shortly
after start of the trial, cyclosporine was replaced with
adalimumab [29]. All patients received folic acid, calcium carbonate with vitamin D and a bisphosphonate.
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The medical ethics committee of the University Medical
Center Utrecht had approved the study. All patients had provided written informed consent before entering the study.
Onset of efficacy was more rapid in the MTX+pred
strategy group, and at 2 years, the MTX+pred strategy
group had achieved a greater reduction in disease activity, as measured with the DAS28, and had less progression of erosive joint damage, fewer adverse effects, and
less frequent need for additional biological (b) DMARD
treatment [18].
The MBDA score

The development and validation of the MBDA score are
reported in detail elsewhere [24, 25]. In short, 130 candidate biomarkers were tested in feasibility studies, of
which 12 were selected for final algorithm development
and validation. The biomarker selection and algorithm
were optimized to maximize the strength of the association of the MBDA score with DAS28-CRP in a cohort
of patients on diverse treatments [25]. Concentrations of
these 12 MBDA protein biomarkers (CRP, epidermal
growth factor, interleukin (IL) 6, leptin, matrix metalloproteinase 1 (MMP-1), matrix metalloproteinase 3
(MMP-3), resistin, serum amyloid A (SAA), tumor
necrosis factor receptor type I (TNF-RI), vascular cell
adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1), vascular endothelial
growth factor A (VEGF-A), and cartilage glycoprotein 39
(YKL-40)) were measured by multiplex immunoassay
using the Meso Scale Discovery MULTI-ARRAY®
platform. Biomarker concentrations were combined in the
validated MBDA algorithm to generate the MBDA score,
an integer from 1 to 100, for which the established categories of disease activity are low (< 30), moderate (30–
44), and high (> 44) [24]. Biomarker measurement and
MBDA score calculation were performed in the CLIAcertified laboratory of Crescendo Bioscience, Inc., South
San Francisco, CA, USA, using the same instrument, reagents, and algorithm as for the Vectra® DA test, which is
commercially available in the USA.
Multiple biomarker-based disease activity assessment in
CAMERA-II

MBDA biomarkers were evaluated in serum samples obtained at baseline and at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 12
months. Numbers of samples available for the present
study varied between time points, based on patient compliance and the volume of available sample. Of 104 patients in CAMERA-II for whom baseline sera were
available for MBDA testing, MBDA scores and DAS28
were analyzed for the 92 who had at least one MBDA
test result for months 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, or 12. For this
92-patient cohort, the average number of post-baseline
tests per patient was 3.7.
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Statistical analyses

To evaluate changes from baseline for DAS28 and
MBDA score and comparisons of change in DAS28 or
MBDA score over time between patients treated with
the MTX+pred or MTX+plac strategy, a t test was performed for each time point evaluated. Association between change from baseline to 12 months for DAS28
and MBDA score was assessed using Spearman’s rank
correlation.
Concentrations of individual biomarkers were analyzed
for the subset of 51 patients who had an MBDA test at
baseline and at least one time point from months 1 to 5,
to focus on the initial biomarker responses to treatment
and exclude possible effects from exposure to cyclosporine or adalimumab. The average number of postbaseline tests per patient was 3.3 in this subset. Biomarker concentrations were analyzed after base-10 logarithm (log10) transformation, to approximate a normal
distribution. The changes from baseline in log10 biomarker concentrations were assessed for months 1–5 for
each treatment arm by Wilcoxon signed rank test and
compared between treatment arms by Mann-Whitney U
tests. The means of the changes were calculated as averages of individual changes in log10 values, and standard
error (SE) values were determined accordingly. For presentation in graphs, each mean change (D) was backtransformed by raising 10 to the D power, thus reversing
the log10 transformation to generate a fractional value,
relative to baseline, on a linear scale. Thus, any time
point demonstrating no change from baseline was represented on the graph with a value of 1.0, and for example,
a 20% reduction from baseline was represented with a
value of 0.8. Response profiles are the courses of changes
from baseline for the MTX+plac and MTX+pred
strategy arms.
For the individual biomarkers, profile categories were
defined, dependent on their response to MTX+plac, and
their response to concomitant prednisone, i.e., the difference in response to MTX+plac and MTX+pred. This
was based on visual inspection of curves representing
change from baseline in biomarker concentration for
each treatment strategy arm and on p values for changes
from baseline and for the difference between treatment
strategy arms. The software package R 2.15.1 (www.rproject.org) was used for the analyses. No clinical or biomarker data were imputed. A p value of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. No adjustments were
made for multiple testing.

Results
Baseline characteristics

Baseline characteristics of the 92 patients analyzed to
month 12 were similar between treatment arms
(Table 1). Characteristics were similar between these 92
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patients and the subset of 51 patients for whom individual biomarkers were analyzed to month 5 (data not
shown), and the 236 patients of the full CAMERA-II
population, except for joint counts and CRP, which
tended to be lower in the present study.

Table 1 Patients’ characteristics at baseline
All patients
N = 92

MTX+plac
n = 50

MTX+pred
n = 42

% female

59

56

62

Age

57 (47–65)

54 (46–65)

58 (47–67)

Smoking, as number of
cigarettes per day

0 (0–5)

0 (0–0.5)

0 (0–5)

RF status, % positive

63

HAQ score, 0–3

1.1 (0.63–1.6) 1.2 (0.63–1.6) 1.1 (0.63–1.5)

General health VAS, 0–10

5.0 (2.7–6.7)

5.1 (3.6–6.6)

4.7 (2.2–6.7)

TJC28

10 (6–17)

9.5 (6–13)

12 (5–18)

SJC28

11 (7–15)

11 (7–15)

11 (6–15)

ESR mm/h

31 (19–44)

29 (19–43)

31 (18–45)

CRP mg/L

16 (2.7–41)

16 (5.5–42)

16 (1.9–37)

DAS28

5.6 (4.9–6.6)

5.6 (5–6.3)

5.6 (4.1–6.9)

MBDA score, 1–100

51 (39–71)

54 (40–72)

49 (40–70)

Clinical, MBDA, and biomarker responses to therapy
70

56

No statistically significant differences in baseline characteristic between
MTX+plac and MTX+pred groups. Values are median (interquartile range)
or percentage
RF, rheumatoid factor (RF status was available for 82 of 92, 43 of 50, and 39 of
42 patients, respectively); MTX, methotrexate; HAQ, health assessment
questionnaire; VAS, visual analogue scale general health; TJC28, tender joint
count assessing 28 joints; SJC28, swollen joint count assessing 28 joints; ESR,
erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP, C-reactive protein; DAS28, 28-joint-based
disease activity score; MBDA, multi-biomarker disease activity; higher scores of
HAQ, VAS, and MBDA score reflect worse scores; MTX+plac, the methotrexate
and placebo strategy; MTX+pred the methotrexate and prednisone strategy

Reductions in DAS28 and MBDA score had similar profiles of change from baseline over time, with more rapid
and greater initial responses observed for patients
treated with the MTX+pred strategy, compared with the
MTX+plac strategy (Table 2, Fig. 1). For the 59 patients
with data at baseline and 12 months, the changes from
baseline to 12 months for DAS28 and MBDA score were
significantly correlated, both overall (r = 0.56, p < 0.001)
and within each treatment arm: MTX+pred (n = 28, r =
0.57, p = 0.002); MTX+plac (n = 31, r = 0.57, p = 0.001).
Most individual MBDA biomarkers showed statistically significant changes over time, and for eight biomarkers, these changes differed between treatment arms
(Fig. 2). Treatment with MTX+plac induced a statistically significant decline in concentration for 4 of the biomarkers: CRP, IL-6, SAA, and VEGF. Treatment with
MTX+pred significantly decreased the concentrations of
these 4 biomarkers and also MMP-1, TNF-R1, VCAM-1,
and YKL-40. No sustained, significant decrease was observed with either treatment for MMP-3, EGF, or resistin. Leptin concentrations were unaffected by treatment
with MTX+plac, but they increased with MTX+pred.

Table 2 Mean changes from baseline for DAS28 and MBDA score during treatment with a tight-control strategy initiating MTX+plac
or MTX+pred
DAS28

MBDA score

MTX+plac

MTX+pred

MTX+plac

MTX+pred

Time-point (month)

n

Mean change

N

Mean change

n

Mean change

n

Mean change

1

16

− 0.3
P = 0.243

11

− 1.9
P < 0.001

18

−3
P = 0.265

14

− 12
P = 0.013

2

15

− 0.7
P = 0.021

11

− 2.4
P < 0.001

17

−3
P = 0.251

14

− 11
P = 0.02

3

22

− 1.3
P < 0.001

13

− 3.0
P < 0.001

25

−5
P = 0.093

17

− 15
P = 0.002

4

13

− 1.8
P = 0.001

10

− 3.9
P < 0.001

17

−9
P = 0.029

14

− 19
P = 0.003

5

15

− 2.2
P < 0.001

10

− 4.2
P < 0.001

18

− 12
P = 0.006

12

− 20
P = 0.003

6

18

− 2.8
P < 0.001

12

− 3.0
P = 0.001

29

− 20
P < 0.001

19

− 16
P = 0.001

9

17

− 2.7
P < 0.001

12

− 3.2
P = 0.001

24

− 24
P < 0.001

17

− 20
P = 0.001

12

31

− 2.8
P < 0.001

28

− 3.1
P < 0.001

44

− 20
P < 0.001

37

− 16
P < 0.001

Each n value indicates number of patients from the study cohort (total N = 92) with available data at that time-point. P values are for changes from baseline by
t test
DAS28 28-joint-based disease activity score, MBDA multi-biomarker disease activity, MTX+plac the methotrexate and placebo strategy, MTX+pred the methotrexate
and prednisone strategy
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Fig. 1 Mean (SE) changes from baseline in MBDA score and DAS28 for each strategy arm of the CAMERA-II study. Mean (SE) changes from
baseline in MBDA score and DAS28 for each strategy arm of the CAMERA-II study are shown over first 5 months at monthly assessments, each
prior to dosing with MTX and placebo (MTX+plac) or MTX and prednisone (MTX+pred) at that time-point. P values of t tests for comparison
between strategy arms (Group diff). Patient numbers are shown for each time-point in each strategy arm

When considering the two treatment arms in tandem, 4
profiles of biomarker response categories can be observed (Fig. 2).

Discussion
The present study is the first to present the MBDA score
at multiple, consecutive monthly time points following
initiation of MTX-based treatment strategies, with or
without prednisone. This frequency of testing allowed us
to demonstrate that the added benefit from prednisone
was almost entirely achieved within the first month, both
clinically and in terms of biomarker measurements.
Since prednisone provides symptomatic benefit rapidly
after the first dose, physiological effects of prednisone in
CAMERA-II probably started before the first postbaseline assessment at 1 month. The response of CRP,
which is a component of the MBDA score, can precede
clinical response with biologics [30, 31]. We found that
the MBDA score declined steadily over the first 6
months of treatment with MTX+plac. For patients who
received MTX+pred, the initial MBDA response was
markedly greater than for those in the MTX+plac arm
and was followed by a gradual, continued decline in
MBDA score that approximately paralleled that of the
MTX+plac arm. This profile of MBDA response resembled the clinical response, as assessed with DAS28.
These findings are consistent with the fact that the
MBDA score was validated based on its correlation with
DAS28-CRP, DAS28, and other clinically based measures of disease activity [24, 25]. Similarly, change in
MBDA score correlated here with change in DAS28 in
both treatment arms, which is consistent with previous
analyses of changes in MBDA score, DAS28-CRP, and
DAS28 [25, 26]. For both DAS28 and MBDA score, responses during the second 6 months of treatment were

similar between treatment arms and relatively stable,
consistent with overall results of the study [18]. While
the response profiles for MBDA score and DAS28 appeared to be similar in this study, the changes from
baseline and the differences between treatment arms
were statistically significant at more time points for
DAS28 than for the MBDA score. In addition, the
DAS28 responses had narrower confidence intervals
(Fig. 2). These differences between MBDA score and
DAS28 may be reflections of the tight control strategy in
CAMERA-II, where treatment adjustments were based
on the DAS28 component measures. An opposite result
might have been obtained if, instead, the MBDA score
had been used for dictating the tight-control strategy.
Such results are not currently available. The similarity of
the CAMERA-II response profiles for DAS28 and
MBDA score, which are both composite measures, led
us to examine whether the individual biomarkers of the
MBDA test also exhibited similar patterns of change
over time. We found that, while some biomarkers had
similar response profiles to that of the MBDA score,
considerable variability was observed among the 12 biomarkers. Leptin concentrations were unaffected by treatment with MTX+plac, but unlike any of the other
biomarkers, they increased with MTX+pred. This result
is consistent with findings in patients treated with glucocorticoids alone [32, 33]. By contrast, leptin concentrations have been reported to not change significantly
from baseline during treatment with an anti-TNF agent
and concomitant MTX, with or without a concomitant
glucocorticoid [34, 35]. For SAA, a significant response
was seen with MTX alone, but prednisone provided no
additional effect. This category profile was unique to
SAA and contrasts with that of CRP and IL-6, even
though CRP and SAA are both acute phase proteins of
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Fig. 2 Mean (SE) changes in concentrations of MBDA biomarkers over the first 5 months of the CAMERA-II study. Mean (SE) changes in
concentrations of MBDA biomarkers over the first 5 months of the CAMERA-II study Each measurement was performed in serum obtained prior
to dosing with MTX and placebo (MTX+plac) or MTX and prednisone (MTX+pred) at that time-point. Means and standard errors were calculated
using log10-transformed values of the biomarker concentrations and, for graphic display, were then converted to fractional values relative to
baseline on a linear scale (see the “Methods” section). Patient numbers for each time-point in each strategy arm are the same as in the MBDA
panel of Fig. 1. Four profiles of biomarker response categories can be observed: (1) statistically significant gradual reduction in biomarker
concentration with the MTX+plac strategy versus a more rapid and statistically significantly greater reduction in biomarker concentration with the
MTX+pred strategy (CRP, IL-6, VEGF), yellow background in figure; (2) little (but not statistically significant, except for EGF only at month 2 in
MTX+pred), or no response to either treatment, with no significant difference between strategies (EGF, MMP-3, resistin), red background in figure;
(3) little (but not statistically significant) or no biomarker response with the MTX+plac strategy versus a more rapid and statistically significantly
greater biomarker response with the MTX+pred strategy (decrease: MMP-1, VCAM-1, TNF-R1, YKL-40; increase: leptin), blue background in figure;
and (4) significant gradual reduction in biomarker concentration over time with the MTX+plac strategy and the MTX+pred strategy, with no
statistically significant difference between the two arms (SAA), green background in figure

which the production is driven by IL-6 [36]. The basis for
this lack of prednisone effect on SAA is uncertain. Evidence that SAA is a more sensitive indicator of inflammation than CRP [37], and that glucocorticoids can increase
the production of SAA outside of the liver [38, 39], suggests that the basis for our SAA finding may be multifactorial. The most conclusive findings in this study came
from comparing the biomarkers in terms of their response
profiles, i.e., the patterns observed by viewing the two
treatment arms in tandem for each biomarker. The 12
MBDA biomarkers could be grouped into 4 categories
based on their response profile to the MTX+pred and
MTX+plac strategies. Whether or not a biomarker
responded to MTX+plac, a greater response was usually
observed with the addition of prednisone, as seen with
CRP, IL-6, and VEGF, which decreased in both arms but
to a greater degree in the MTX+pred arm. Another category profile was seen with MMP-1, VCAM-1, TNF-R1,
YKL-40, and leptin, which did not seem to respond to
MTX+plac, but did respond to MTX+pred, thus to prednisone. These two profiles suggest that prednisone affects
a broader spectrum of immunosuppressive mechanisms
than MTX. A limitation of this study is that it was a post
hoc analysis of 92 of the 236 patients of CAMERA-II. Although the patients studied here were selected on the
basis of availability of serum samples, their baseline data
were similar between randomization arms and, overall, to
those of the full CAMERA-II population. Moreover, although sample size at individual time-points was small
and it varied across time-points, statistical significance
was achieved for all single-biomarker values that were
interpreted as being changed from baseline or as being different between the two arms. Subset analyses were not
performed, due to the limited sample size. Given that patient numbers were identical for the 12 biomarkers, the
distinctiveness of the 4 categories of biomarker response
profile suggests that they reflect true biological differences.
The results obtained here are hypothesis-generating and
suggest that a larger study is warranted for confirmation
and further exploration.

Conclusions
In summary, during the first year of the CAMERA-II
trial, the MBDA score and DAS28 were similar in their
detection of response to treatment strategies initiating
MTX with placebo or MTX and prednisone. Like the
DAS28, the MBDA score demonstrated a more rapid
and greater early response to MTX with prednisone
compared with MTX with placebo. Analysis of the 12
MBDA biomarkers showed that more biomarkers
responded to MTX with prednisone than to MTX with
placebo, with 4 distinct categories of response profile
observed.
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